Reading Assignment

By now you should have completed reading all sections of Chapter 9.

Final Exam

The final exam is scheduled for Wednesday, December 20, 8:00 - 11:00 a.m. in Lipke Auditorium (our usual lecture hall). It will cover all material in the course, with somewhat heavier emphasis on material in Chapter 9, which has not been covered on previous tests. A sample test and key have been posted, and a study guide will be posted on the web site, under “Information,” as soon as possible.

If you have a conflict with any other exam you are taking, talk to me as soon as possible so that we can decide what course of action is best.

Homework Assignment

Do the following problems before coming to class on Wednesday, December 13, our final class meeting. After returning your graded Test 3, I will go over these problems and answer any other questions about the course material, including the sample final exam: